NEW PRODUCT

Independent Support Clip for surface mounted fixtures: We are now producing an Independent Support Clip for KEELGRID®. The clip, shown in the pictures on this page, is designed to attach surface mounted lights or equipment and provide an independent tie-wire connection. The two-part clip wraps around KEELGRID® and provides a place for a carriage bolt on the room side of the grid. Further it provides a tie-point for support wire on the other side of the grid. The clip is made of stainless steel. We are stocking stainless steel 1" ¼-20 carriage bolts, nuts, washers, and bonded washer. The bonded washer has a rubber back for a better seal to the item supported. You may order the clip pair alone or the full “kit”.

The product code is ISC-KIT which includes the two-part clip, the carriage bolt, washer, bonded washer, and nut. The code for the clip alone is ISC-CLIP.